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As digital hearing aids become increasingly advanced, 
the spotlight often shines on signal processing features, 
software functionality, and connectivity capabilities, 
rather than the physical components. At Signia, however, 
we constantly seek to improve every aspect of design, 
engineering, and production processes to create a 
better hearing aid. The new Click Sleeve 2.0 for BTE thin 
tube fittings is a seemingly simple yet effective solution 
which improves both wearer comfort and audiological 
performance. 

Acoustic Couplings Matter

The construction and design of a small plastic dome 
may seem insignificant compared to the significantly 
more sophisticated and intricate sound processing. But 
it is worth remembering that adequate and consistent 
coupling is essential to leverage these signal processing 
benefits for each individual user. No matter how brilliant 
the sound created by the hearing aid, it still needs to 
pass through the dome to be delivered to the patient’s 
ear. When fit inappropriately, a thin tube fitting with its 
standard domes and tips can come with some inherent 
disadvantages. 

• It does not provide a consistent and sufficient seal in 
the ear canal. As a result, the hearing aid often cannot 
provide appropriate amplification due to the risk of 
acoustic feedback. An inadequate acoustic coupling 
can therefore compromise the best first fit algorithm.

• Since domes are not customized to the ear, the 
resulting sound quality and audiological performance 
can be inconsistent with a large inter- and intra-
individual spread.

• Studies show that the physical fit is an important factor 
that affects overall hearing aid acceptance (Kochkin, 
2010).

RIC Click Sleeves

The new Signia Click Sleeves for RIC hearing aids solve 
these problems by providing a more comfortable and 
consistently better seal for open fittings (Figure 1). 
They are similar in design to the highly successful Click 
Sleeves for Silk primax hearing aids (Lotter, 2016). RIC 
Click Sleeves are composed of two functional regions. A 
fully flexible portion maximizes canal shape adaptability, 
retention, and acoustic sealing. A second semi-flexible 
portion helps with placement in the ear canal. Similar to 
the Silk version, RIC Click Sleeves also feature small vent 
holes at the tip. The oval shape of the Click Sleeves has 
shown to conform better to most ear canals, which results 
in less sealing variations compared to rounded domes.
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What it is

The myControl app provides the wearer with a 
convenient way to control their Bluetooth ®  direct-
streaming hearing aid Pure 13 BT. The myControl app is 
available for Apple mobile devices (iOS 9.3 and onwards), 
and can be downloaded free of charge from the Apple 
App Store.

What it does

myControl app serves three primary functions. 

Remote Control

It is an easy-to-use remote control for the primax BT 
instruments. With a user-interface very similar to the 
popular touchControl app, myControl app offers intuitive 
and comprehensive adjustment possibilities for Signia 
Bluetooth hearing aids.  Controls include volume control, 
program change, tinnitus therapy volume control, Spatial 
Configurator, and SoundBalance. It is even possible to 
adjust the volume of the two hearing aids separately. 

Further controls can be adjusted under the Settings page 
of the app, including airplane mode, sound exposure 
and motion sensor data collection, language settings, 
a variety of system sounds, and low battery warning 
intervals.

Streaming

myControl app serves as an easy-to-use command center 
when streaming audio to the hearing aids. Primax BT  
hearing aids allow direct streaming from the paired 
iPhone or iPad, whether it be a phone call or anything 
else. The streamed signal is sent to the hearing aids 
without delays or noticeable interruptions. Without 
a need to switch programs, it provides a smooth and 
effortless transition and sound impression. 

When used together with StreamLine TV transmitter, 
myControl app serves as the remote control when 
streaming audio from TV. The wearer can initiate the 
TV stream and adjust the volume of the TV stream 
independently via the app. 

While less visible in the user interface, myControl app 
also creates a connection between the wearer’s hearing 
instruments and the iPhone’s motion sensor. This is a 
unique aspect of Signia streaming technology which 
takes advantage of Bluetooth to improve not only 
wearer usability, but also audiological performance. By 
combining motion sensor information into the automatic 
steering of the hearing aid, improved signal processing 
decisions can be made and executed for features such 
as directionality, noise reduction, and frequency shaping 
to yield a better listening experience for the wearer 
throughout the day.

myControl App icon
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“Fitness Tracker” for Hearing

The myControl app Sound Exposure page displays 
the sound level around the user throughout the day, 
usage time, and provides projections regarding the 
probable speech understanding difficulty for different 
listening situations. This can help patients obtain a 
better understanding of their acoustic world and why 
some days are more tiring than others. It can also serve 
as a useful tool for the hearing care professional to 
better understand the patient’s needs during follow-up 
consultations.

Find out more
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